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Abstract

Embedded Wireless Communication

Andreas Gäwerth

The next generation (5G) mobile and wireless communications system is expected to
start its deployment in 2020. The 5G system will include various newly developed
technologies and enable new applications, among which, for instance, are
device-to-device (D2D) communications, and various techniques for Internet of things
(IoT). This thesis project aims to develop techniques for connecting smartphones with
small devices (suited for IoT) and for connecting smartphone to smartphone (suited
for D2D communications), using Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4 ultra wideband (UWB)
wireless communications protocols. The main focus of the project is on the
UWB-based techniques. The project works involve learning Bluetooth and UWB
communications theories and protocols, and implementing three use cases: 1)
connection of a smartphone with a Bluetooth device, 2) connection of a smartphone
with a UWB-based wireless network, and 3) connection of two smartphones through
UWB communications. Case 1 and 2 are well suited for IoT and Case 3 well fits the
D2D communications. A prototype for the three cases has been developed that
consists of smartphones (with Android operating system), a Bluetooth node (CC2650
development kit from Texas Instruments) and UWB nodes (EVK1000 development
kits from DecaWave Inc.,). An App has been created that runs on the smartphones to
handle Bluetooth and UWB communications for transmitting and receiving data. With
programs (algorithms in C/C++) that run on wireless devices and sensor nodes have
been developed to handle measurements from sensors and communications between
small devices and smartphones. The prototype has been tested and shown to work
with the requirements satisfied.
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Sammanfattning 
Idag finns en pågående konvergens av telekommunikation tillsammans med olika former av 
trådlös kommunikation. Denna pågående trend ger en tydlig fingervisning om hur 5G 
kommer att utformas inför framtiden. En anpassad kommunikation som kan samverka med 
flera olika typer av nätverk. Alltså ett nätverk av nätverk som samverkar för att uppnå den 
bästa prestandan. 
 
I denna masteruppsats utvecklas och undersöks en smarttelefons möjligheter att 
kommunicera med enheter i sin omgivningen. Detta för att kunna se samverkan mellan ett 
smartare samhälle som blir allt mer uppkopplat. Prövningen med att hantera, kontrollera och 
kommunicera med den kringliggande hårdvaran sker med den trådlösa tekniken bluetooth 
och UWB. Det specifika arbetet som utförts är en smarttelefons koppling till en bluetooth 
anpassad enhet, ett UWB trådlöst nätverk och direkt UWB kommunikation mellan flera 
smarttelefoner. Andra saker som tas upp är UWB unika egenskaper som ger nya 
förutsättningar i mätningar av längd. Omfattningen av arbetet har inte någon större 
fokusering på just bluetooth utan har en mer djupgående förståelse och utveckling på 
smarttelefonens användning av UWB. Där den mest effektiva implementationen beror helt 
på användningsområdet. Som är utanför ramen för detta projekt, istället undersöks hur 
dessa system går att använda. 
 
För att kommunicera med UWB krävs annan typ av utrustning, som idag inte finns tillgängligt 
i smarttelefonens hårdvara. Produkten EVK1000 kit ifrån DecaWave tillhandahåller den 
saknade hårdvara som krävs för att utföra UWB kommunikation. För användning och 
utvärdering av bluetooth, har en nod införskaffats från Texas Industries, under 
produktnamnet CC2650 lanchPad. All hårdvara kontrolleras från en skapad Android 
applikation som körs av smarttelefoner.  
 
De mål som tillhandahållits har producerat en applikation som utnyttjar bluetooth och UWB:s 
unika egenskaper. Vilket gett upphov till en sämre kapacitet för dataöverföring med 
avvägning för en högre precision av längdmätningar med UWB. Detta system kan sedan 
utvecklas vidare för applikationer som inomhus-lokalisering eller smarta rutnät för insamling 
av sensordata. Men även om samhället använder sig av bluetooth och UWB för mer direkt 
kommunikation, så behöver inte data transporteras genom fler nätverk än vad som behövs. 
Vilket är viktigt för sparandet av nätverksresurser från ett allt högre globalt tryck, när allt fler 
människor och apparater blir uppkopplade. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Embedded systems (ESs) play an indispensable role in supporting modern technologies and 
modern society, with all progression being made in this field of technology like smaller 
components that open up new possibilities. Things that were unpractical or impossible to 
implement have now become a reality. The ES’s success and impact on the world activate 
developers’ own creativity to modernize the present and shape the future. For instance a 
huge number of ESs has been used in wireless and mobile communication systems and 
devices (e.g., smart phones, laptops, etc), mobile electronics; home appliances, home 
entertainment, industrial automation, and Internet of things (IoT) that are implemented using 
different wireless communication techniques, e.g., Bluetooth, wireless personal area 
networks (WPAN), wireless body area network (WBAN), ultra-wideband (UWB) 
communications, WiFi, and so forth. Together, all type of wireless communication make us 
live more connected today than in the past.  
 
The year 2017 has the fourth generation (4G) as its modern telecommunication available for 
the public. However the ongoing technology advances for smartphones and other devices 
get limited by the services provided by 4G, creating the need for improvements in the 
telecommunication sector. The rapid growth of new devices that demand wireless 
connectivity in a smarter society is hard to manage. Only in the last two years our society 
has generated 90% of all total data in the world.[1] With increasement of workload in 
networks, a permanent scalable solution is required. That is if we want to continue on the 
path to have everything connected.  
 
In the next generation (5G) mobile communication systems that are to be deployed in 2020, 
connection with different small devices are required.[2] Therefore, smartphones will be 
among the means used to connect these devices. Smartphones today got a lot of 
functionality from different technologies; therefore just like computers it is not feasible to 
mount everything into smartphones, which exclude technologies like the tools for the next 
generation hardware. The consumer expectation for smartphones to be handy and 
convenient raises the bar for which technologies makes the cut or not. The leading operating 
system (OS) for sold smartphones to end users during the fourth quarter Q4 of 2016 were 
Android, with 81.7% of the market share.[3] Android smartphones support development of 
new hardware and technologies to the platform by the use of accessories, more commonly 
known as external peripherals.  
 
To cope with the increase of connected devices, network of networks is one technique to 
make systems more robust with higher scalability. The small cell network (SCN) is one 
possible candidate to meet the requirements for such a system.[4] By exploring these 
systems of shorter range, a decrease in workload, direct communication, lower power 
consumption than the traditional macrocell with lower costs may come as a result. Current 
state of the art to maintain the performance with the ongoing growth of data traffic is to 
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integrate small cells in congested areas. The collaboration between macrocells and small 
cells increase the capacity in these hotspots, ensuring the level of data rate remains 
unchanged.[5] Another potential benefit from the collaboration of different cell sizes are the 
work offload possibilities.  
 
The ongoing shift toward integrated SCNs and other type of radio access technologies add 
additional levels of system complexity. To handle these large networks of networks would 
require more coordination. The challenges of management is a hot research topic where the 
current solution is to add more automatisation. The implementation of more automatization 
of management are done with technologies like self organizing network (SON) systems.[4] 
Automatic network management systems should provide self configure behaviour, meaning 
the system should organize its available resources and update itself accordingly when the 
network changes. Providing a plug and play behaviour for these systems that optimize the 
routing of data between its resources. Which including equipment failure handling that hide 
the faults by rerouting the traffic as a temporary fix. 
 
The ongoing determination of 5G need to tackle all raised issues and limitations from 4G. 
With high expectations of the future telecommunication system that should provide reduced 
latency, better Quality of Service (QoS), greater capacity and higher speed. To achieve the 
high performance, collaboration between different technologies needs to take place, together 
forming the new wireless system 5G. It is speculated that 5G unlike its earlier generation will 
not only have a change in channel access mechanism and some improved code schemes. 
But instead, include fundamental changes to how the core of the network operates with 
integration of many versions of different wireless technologies.[2][6] If these speculations 
hold true, it would make the convergence between telecommunication and other wireless 
communication technologies an inevitable step to take. Where communication with different 
air interfaces, protocols, frequency spectrum, node types and networks will all play its own 
role in the overall system design. Two wireless communication methods, UWB and bluetooth 
low energy (BLE) technology show great potential for local communication with smaller 
devices utilizing for instance smartphones. 
 
For device to device communication (D2D) 5G will provide a range of new possibilities.[2] 
Fig. 1.1 illustrate the cooperative D2D communication aspect for a more versatile form of 
networking. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are not related to any specific mesh network 
topology, however it emphasis on a decentralized network structure. The behaviour and 
properties from such a network open up possibilities for a D2D communication integrated 
with current 4G cellular communication. 
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Fig. 1.1 Highlight of the structure between several communication techniques from (a) to (e) that may 

be the result from the convergence between telecommunication, D2D and other wireless 
communication methods shaping 5G. 

 
The communication techniques seen in Fig. 1.1 are (a) D2D full duplex allowing for direct 
communication in both direction, (b) extending the coverage from a base station with the 
help of D2D extension, (c) D2D proximity communication with multihop, (d) cooperative 
beamforming utilizing D2D to extend the coverage and (e) standard cellular communication 
served by the base station. Opportunities from cooperation between different D2D 
communication types are many and the strategy to improve the overall performance with 
offloading, speed, capacity and scalability is by shifting to a hybrid telecommunication model. 
Existing challenges such as optimization of resources like the available spectrum sharing 
between D2D and cellular networks are discussed diligently with some initial results to 
optimize the usage, see e.g. [7], [8] and [9]. 

1.6.1 Bluetooth and UWB 
Development of the wireless communication technique known as bluetooth was initiated by 
Ericsson Mobile Communications and was launched the year 1998.[10][11] The use of this 
technology is to establish wireless communication links between units. This link require 
devices involved to have an antenna and chip, specialized for bluetooth communication. The 
chip provide the device with transmit and receive functionalities, this to connect and interact 
with other bluetooth supported units.  
 
The bluetooth was installed in a smartphone for the first time year 2000. The need of an 
simple yet useful technology such as bluetooth was well received and recognized world 
wide. An increase of acceptance and rapid growth followed and by the year 2006 more than 
1 billion devices used this technology.[10] 
 
Today the bluetooth technology is governed by the bluetooth special interest group (SIG). 
The Bluetooth SIG has more than 30,000 member companies in the areas of 
telecommunication, computing, networking, and consumer electronics.[12] This is a large 
global community that maintain and research bluetooth tech, providing bluetooth subtypes 
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specializing in different tasks. Some of the bluetooth variants today are bluetooth 5, 
bluetooth high speed, bluetooth BR/EDR (Basic Rate/Enhanced Data Rate), and BLE.  
 
Another wireless technology that show great potential is UWB. It is currently not part of any 
smartphone standard set because of older limitations or practical reasons. With the current 
shift in the telecommunication sector, bring with it attitude changes. That is more open for 
other wireless technologies, such as UWB with unique useful properties related to 
smartphones. This technology enlightenment came from the early attention in the 1990s that 
contributed with improved understanding from research. Providing advancement for both the 
theory and a foundation for the UWB in the 2000s that showcase the potential of using 
UWB.[13]  
 
Much like bluetooth this type of communication require a special UWB antenna to perform 
transmissions or receiving signals. The interest is to fill some gaps by providing additional 
links between machine to machine, human to human and human to machine 
interactions.[14] Smartphones’ connectivity with UWB technology is therefore an important 
exploration area for UWB communication between smartphones. 

1.2 Motivation and Objectives 
The rapid progression of IoT and next generation (5G) mobile communication goals are the 
beginning of a new era for wireless communication.[2] These events make it crucial for 
smartphones that affect the everyday lives of people to be able to interact and control these 
devices or sensors. 
 
This master thesis is aimed to connect and control both current and future deployed devices 
or sensors using a smartphone. That involve learning Bluetooth and UWB communications 
theories and protocols. Implying the implementation of an application that target devices or 
sensors of two different wireless communication techniques: BLE and UWB. The application 
interface should showcase the potential and features that become available from full control 
and readings from these devices or sensors.  
 
In particular implementing three use cases: 1) connection of a smartphone with a Bluetooth 
device, 2) connection of smartphone with a UWB-based wireless network, and 3) connection 
of two smartphones through UWB communications. 

1.3 Previous work 
Inspirational using of a previous work that been utilizing UWB communication. Which made 
use of the EVK1000 kit, in similar areas such as sensor data transmission from one node to 
another. This has simplex transmission of formated sensor readings to a predetermined 
node with the use of UWB. The communication between static roles between node of either 
being a receiver or a transceiver. 
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1.4 Problem description 
The telecommunication convergence into multiple wireless technologies, set the tone for 
necessary upgrades to smartphones in the future. To allow smartphone to both interact and 
control deployed devices in the area. 

1.4.1 Smartphone central interface 
Current interfaces for consumers go through smartphones to make use of different 
applications to interact with the world online with endless uses like transactions, news, music 
and so forth. The telecommunication will remain as the central role to bring people and their 
devices together for years to come. Expanding the spectrum of what a smartphone can do, 
always adapting to new technologies such as UWB.  
 
Introducing two challenges, first that there is no interface available to control the external 
UWB antenna from a smartphone. Second is the interaction between two smartphones have 
no common goto framework that fulfill the needs for general applications using this 
technology. 

1.4.2 Point-to-Point Communication 
The point-to-point also known as P2P is in the second layer in the open systems 
interconnection (OSI) model. Which is the link layer responsible for data exchange between 
adjacent nodes. To establish a connection or pass data messages in larger networks or just 
between two entities require this functionality to exist. That produce specific tailored 
applications using UWB as the underlying wireless communication in the smartphone.  

1.4.3 Distance measurements 
There exist several approaches on how distance measurements is made using modern 
smartphones.[15] However neither of these techniques provide satisfying result. It is 
because of practical or accuracy reasons from drifting, errors accumulation, or just not good 
properties of the physical layer to return good results.  
 
Popular systems used in localization are e.g., Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) 
and trilateration based, fingerprints based, angle of arrival (AoA) based, Time of Flight (ToF) 
based, Beacons-Based positioning systems. Which themselves are advanced and suited 
differently depending on the signal used. Both BLE and UWB have a set of unique properties 
that is better or worse suited for this type of applications. 

1.4.4 Delimitations 
The control of small devices using BLE is restricted to only support control of sensors, lights 
and buttons already available on the CC2650 launchPad to display the interactions possible. 
The UWB on the other hand aims to establish D2D direct interaction between two 
smartphones. This include the devices to pass messages, sensor readings and distance 
measurements. It is not a comparison between different advanced localization techniques, 
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however using the most common localization technique for that specific type of wireless 
technology.  
 
For smartphones that control an external UWB antenna, should provide the connectivity 
functionalities required to make a varying range of applications possible. Leaving things like 
capacity, rate of message passing and other areas of efficiencies out of the equation. 
Limiting the expectation of the most efficient system for each particular task. Furthermore, 
the cooperation and offloading effects with BLE and UWB based smartphones are also 
outside the scope of this thesis. 

1.5 Scope 
Focus of the master thesis is to specifically, develop and demonstrate an application 
interface for a smartphone running the Android operating system Marshmallow (version 
6.0.1). The interface connect to development equipment that have desired wireless 
communication techniques. 
 
The device for Bluetooth and WPAN communication support, which, in particular, is a 
multi-standard CC2650 LaunchPad development kit from Texas Instruments, targeting 
Bluetooth, ZigBee®/6LoWPAN, and ZigBee RF4CE remote control applications. For the 
UWB devices, we use the EVK1000 evaluation kit from DecaWave, containing several 
nodes for determination of distance applications using the DW1000 technology. 
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2. Theory 
Bluetooth and UWB are two communication techniques used in this thesis project. Unlike 
UWB, Bluetooth is a narrow band communication. The main focus of the thesis project is on 
UWB. Thus, more comprehensive description of the UWB is presented. 

2.1 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a wireless technology invented by telecom vendor Ericsson in 1994. It aims for 
exchanging data over short distances using the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band 
from 2.4 to 2.485 GHz.[16] Used for both fixed and mobile devices, and for building personal 
area networks (PANs). The Bluetooth Standard is managed by the Bluetooth SIG, which 
oversees the development of the specification, manages the qualification program, and 
protects the trademarks. A manufacturer must meet Bluetooth SIG standards to market it as 
a Bluetooth device.  
 
The coexistence of several unknown wireless technologies in the same spectrum make 
things more complex. Bluetooth therefore use Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) to 
maintain performance. It work as an extended version of Frequency Hopping Spread 
Spectrum (FHSS). Which alternate rapidly between channels in a known sequence for both 
the transmitter and receiver. The AFH approach is to select specific channels from the FHSS 
sequence. The selection of presumably good performing channels is then used to avoid 
interference. This is done to bypass crowded channels in the unlicensed spectrum band, 
which is essential for coexistence between technologies and for performance. 
 
Bluetooth profiles, better known as services are necessary to use the bluetooth technology. 
A bluetooth profile is a blueprint on how communication between devices take place. Every 
profile is a bluetooth subset attached to the bluetooth core specification like BLE. The low 
energy version of bluetooth, focus on longevity to make smaller power sources such coin cell 
battery power devices for long periods of time. Devices adopted the BLE technique of 
communication is the bluetooth SIG answer for IoT.[17] Making the connectivity as well as 
device interaction, both essential for swift deployment of this technology. 
 
In the bluetooth core specification [16], describe the bluetooth 4.0 known as BLE. Which 
operate with a total of 40 physical channels in the frequency band 2400-2483.5 MHz. Three 
of those channels are dedicated for advertising purpose only and the remaining 37 are for 
data transmissions. These channels has their frequency center separated from neighboring 
channels by 2 MHz. The function to calculate the frequency center for each channel is found 
in Eq. (2.1). It show localization and range of the channels in units of MHz and are part of the 
AFH method, where  . ε ℕ x 40x ⋀  <    
 

(x) 2402 2xf =  +   (2.1) 
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In BLE communication it make use of Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK) modulation to 
convey its data. It work by using Gaussian shaped frequencies to encode its data. Illustrated 
in Fig. 2.1 on how different frequency can represent 0 and 1. 
 

 
Fig. 2.1 A simple signal’s encoding scheme using two frequencies to represent 0 or 1.  

 
The bluetooth profile Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) define BLE interaction, making use of 
an attribute table to group attributes in a very specific ordering. Applying a generic data 
protocol called Attribute Protocol (ATT). This attribute table contain available interaction 
details provided by the server. Which advertise its existence until a dedicated connection is 
established, hence exclusive to serve only one central device at a time. The advertising 
process is administered by GAP (Generic Access Profile), which upon completion make 
GATT come into play.  
 
The BLE with its server and client communication model provide several commands. These 
GATT commands are required for client interactions with surrounding servers. With 
terminology as follows: 
 

➢ Characteristic - Is the actual data stored, a value that is passed between the client 
and server.  

➢ Service - A collection of related characteristics with some type of data interactions. 
This to provide some specific wanted functionalities to the users. 

➢ Descriptor - This is an optional addition of extra information related to a 
characteristic. Providing more or different type of related actions around the data like 
different unit representations to a sensor read values. 

 
Providing clients with read, write, discovery of services, localization of service from 
identification code, get characteristics tied to a service and read or modify available 
descriptors. 

2.2 UWB 
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has established a UWB spectrum [18] for 
commercial use. The UWB spectrum band of 3.1-10.6 GHz has been selected and been 
available since the declaration approval document made year 2002. 
 
Unlike Bluetooth the UWB does not interfere with traditional carrier wave and narrowband 
transmissions. Instead it spread and convey its data on a large bandwidth with punctual time 
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intervals pulses. Meaning the UWB modulation manage the transmission slightly differently 
than the conventional systems that vary power levels, frequency and phasing of the signal.  
 
The technique of using a large absolute bandwidth has many good properties and 
application possibilities e.g., indoor mapping, accurate distance, object penetration and 
friendly coexistence with narrow bandwidth (NB) are highlighted potential use 
cases.[13][14][19] Fig. 2.2 illustrate the relation between a NB and UWB communication. 
Where NB can treat UWB signal as noise to be removed with help of a filter. 
 

 
Fig. 2.2 UWB and NB coexistence where NB can  

disregard the UWB communication as noise. 
 
UWB for short range wireless communication like radio systems that are FCC compliant, it is 
possible to have a data transfer rate higher than 0.1 Gb/s, however the data rate depend 
heavily on distance to be covered, longer distances provide substantial lower data rate.[14]  

2.2.1 Definition 
There exist a proposed generic definition to determine classification of UWB devices in the 
United States. The FCC’s report First Report and Order [18] contain two formulas used for 
device classification. The first formula test the minimum requirement of utilized spectrum 
span of at least 0.5GHz, where the lowest and upper emission points has a minimum of 
minus ten decibel. The second formula define how the center frequency is to be be 
calculated.  
 
With the spectrum segmentation and definition for UWB in 2002 has provided a legal 
working foundation in the United States. That also pushed other organizations in both 
Europe and Asia to create and establish similar legal groundwork for deployment of license 
free UWB devices.[14] Fig. 2.3 together with Eq. (2.2) and (2.3) explain the determination 
mechanism of UWB signals from the definition. Where   is the upper and   the lowerf h f l  
frequency. That together determine the center frequency  , which is an average of thef c  
upper and lower emission points. If the result from Eq. (2.2) is larger or equal to 0.2 it classify 
as an UWB signal. In case the result is lower than 0.2 it classify as a wideband signal or as a 
narrowband signal if lower than 0.01. 
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Fig. 2.3 Time domain signal and its corresponding shape in the frequency domain. BW is the 

bandwidth size of utilized spectrum span that can be used to determine the signal type.  
 

(f )/(f ) .202 h − f l h + f l ≥ 0 (2.2) 
 

f )/2f c = ( h + f l (2.3) 

2.2.2 Waveforms 
Wireless communication signals can be understood by looking at the time and the frequency 
domain respectively. When analysing a signal, the process is more straightforward in a 
frequency domain characterization of the signal. The tool Fourier transform is critical 
mathematical operation that translate time into frequency domain.  
 
The shape of signals’ waveform can be modified to benefit the purpose and spectrum usage. 
This process is known as pulse shaping, which is essential to reduce generation of noise 
and contain the electromagnetic waves in its frequency band. The UWB communicate using 
radio frequency can take on any shape. There exist several filters that shape the pulse, seen 
in Fig. 2.4 with the effect of a traditional rectangular compared with a Gaussian shaped 
pulse. When the rectangular shape is applied, the outgoing signal come from the signal 
multiplied with the shape filter. This shape is not ideal, creating side loops that use a wider 
bandwidth range than required. Unlike the rectangular shaped signal the Gaussian shape 
have no noticeable side loops. Restricting the signal to its specified frequency band for 
optimal spectrum usage. 
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Fig. 2.4 Rectangular compared to Gaussian shaped signal effect the frequency domain. 

 
An additional critical component of signal generation is the signal duration, that determine 
the signal spectrum usage. A distinct pattern can be distinguishable from Fig. 2.5, which 
show the shorter the signal duration, the wider the signal spectrum. This relation also explain 
the low power consumption trait in UWB communications. By spending a fraction of a 
nanosecond to generate its signals, it require less power than more time-consuming types of 
signals. 

 
Fig. 2.5 Gaussian shaped pulses in time domains with corresponding frequency domains.  
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2.2.3 Modulations 
There are a few common schemes of conveying the actual data in UWB systems. Fig. 2.6 
describe some of the modulations for UWB in use. The (a) illustrate a pulse position 
modulation (PPM), that encode signals by vary the delay between pulses. To have different 
pulse positions, it can represent a 0 and 1 bits depending on the timings. Instead of monitor 
the pulse timings, (b) is a pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) that encode data by modifying 
the signal amplitude. Where changes to the amplitude of the signal connect the specific 
encoding. The (c) use a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) to encode its bits. It reverse the 
pulse signal with help of sending sin and cos signals at the correct moment. Some of these 
techniques can use several threshold levels, creating more complex encoding schemes that 
allow more data transportation for each pulse. 
  

 
Fig. 2.6 Three different UWB modulations for data transmission. 

2.3 Standardization 

2.5.1 802.15.4 
The IEEE Computer Society standardization for low-rate wireless personal area networks 
(LR-WPANs) [20] is one approved version used for local and metropolitan area networks. 
Clarification of date, approved the 16 June 2011 by IEEE-SA Standards Board and 14 
August 2012 by American National Standards Institute. Specification of protocol and wireless 
interconnection, compatible for communication between devices.  

2.5.1.1  WPAN 
In the IEEE 802.15.4:2011 standard of a proposed LR-WPANs peer-to-peer or star network 
formation must include minimum of one coordinator node. This node must be a full function 
device (FFD) which can take on the role as a personal area network (PAN) coordinator. That 
has the responsibility of the management of the network. Any FFD can take on the role as 
the PAN coordinator from a selection process, not part of the standard to determine 
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coordinator(s) to the network. The coordinator is often the node that initialized the network or 
presumably change the PAN coordinator to the best performing FFD node. Reduced 
function devices (RFD) are trimmed devices to fulfill a specific purpose to save resources 
and cannot act as the PAN coordinator. The standard also include UWB which is interesting 
for many different network types like WPAN that can be made up of D2D technologies. 

2.5.1.2  Data frame 
Provide IEEE standard Media Access Control (MAC) structure to the data link layer of the 
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model. This sophisticated approach handle the 
management of accessing the medium to send and read data from it. The medium control 
the physical layer which utilize UWB wireless technology. Shown in Fig. 2.7, is the data 
frame format that follow the IEEE message conventions. The two fields addressing and 
auxiliary security header both has special structure and roles. The address field may contain 
both destination and source addresses or just one of the two depending on the settings set 
in the frame control field. The auxiliary security header is an optional field which can be used 
if security is of any concern. 
 

 
Fig. 2.7 IEEE data frame format.[20] 
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3. Implementation 
This section presents the implementation of the communications of the following cases: 
1) a smartphone with a BLE wireless device; 2) smartphone-to-smartphone communication 
through UWB communication; and 3) a smartphone communication with a UWB-based 
sensor network. It also covers hardware and software used.  

3.1 System overview 
The wireless technologies BLE and UWB are the system’s mechanism for communication.  
 
Modern smartphones has available support for connecting and using BLE from its existing 
hardware. However for the UWB communication external hardware is required. The UWB 
communication between smartphones is tested by utilizing several smartphones. With each 
one equipped with external hardware to allow UWB communication to take place. The 
system operating environment is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which include direct UWB to 
communicate from a smartphone to another using external hardware. Forming a 
UWB-based wireless sensor network that has direct communication between nodes. The 
other part of the picture is BLE communication to a node using the smartphone’s own 
hardware. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3.1: Smartphones connect to different devices using UWB and BLE. 
 
The smartphones responsibilities in this communication chain is to function as the main 
coordinator for the system. It allow users to execute behaviours to either setup a network 
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between smartphones using UWB or connect to BLE supported nodes. Fig. 3.2, show the 
BLE node internal structure. For the BLE node it is just an external program working as a 
server that run alone waiting for nearby devices to connect. When connected it provide the 
client with services this specific node host to connected clients. It run an application that has 
button presses, lamps and notification services available. These services are callback 
functions that a connected user can call upon. The node itself make regular advertisement of 
its existence. When someone connect the node, it stop to advertise for clients to connect, 
hence it serve only one client at a time. 
 

 
Fig. 3.2: Functionality blocks over a BLE node. 

 
The UWB antenna is a fully operational device with a dedicated microcontroller (MCU) that 
run its own application seen in Fig. 3.3. This application itself is a state machine that handle 
the actual connection, transmissions and receiving of data. This together with smaller 
functions like the role scheme found in 3.4.2.1. The different states represent different 
stages in the connection and data exchange process. For instance after the establishment of 
the connection between two devices, make initialization states phase of the connection 
unreachable. Unless the main coordinator, in this case the smartphone, decide otherwise. 
The second phase after the first initialization of connection phase has its focus on conveying 
data back and forth in a precise distance measurement scheme. 
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Fig. 3.3: Functionality blocks over a UWB antenna. 
 
Fig. 3.4 show the system of a smartphone equipped with external hardware with 
corresponding responsibilities for both units involved. The smartphone manage the UWB 
node hardware thus has to be of a cooperative nature. Which entail a range of commands 
for controlling the UWB antenna. From the USB connection, the flow of commands are 
moving from the smartphone to the UWB antenna. The UWB antenna oblige to these 
commands and always responding with an acknowledgement. The other direction of the 
USB communication is the responses from the UWB antenna to the smartphone that entail 
data that is deemed necessary for the smartphone to handle. This data need to undergo an 
examination to determine the next action taken by the smartphone to remain in control of the 
process. The data with decisions making impacts are things such the traffic data, antenna 
responses and configurations of the UWB antenna. 

 

 
Fig. 3.4: Functionality blocks over the union of a smartphone and UWB antenna. 
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3.2 Hardware and components 

3.2.1 Android smartphone 
Smartphones used were Huawei honor 5x, Huawei honor 8 and Samsung Galaxy S5. Which 
all run on the fifth, sixth or seventh Android version. It is essential for the project that the 
smartphones can be a USB host to gain required access for needed external hardware.  
 
All mentioned smartphones has included support to be able to act as an USB host, with a 
small exception for the honor 5x. Both the honor 8 and S5 can immediately act as an USB 
host out of the box unlike the honor 5x, which require some reconfiguration. The issue is that 
the default file explorer in the honor 5x does not support it. But with a third party file manager 
it support USB host like the majority of newer smartphones. 
 
To control and communicate to other devices the smartphones are required to support both 
UWB and BLE functionalities. These smartphone already have substantial support for BLE 
but no software or hardware support for UWB. At a minimum, a special UWB antenna is 
required for smartphones to initialize and take part of UWB communication. So the 
smartphones connect and control an EVB1000 board. 

3.2.2 Bluetooth module - CC2650 launchPad 
A stationary node that support BLE remote applications for this project has been used. It has 
a wireless MCU CC2650 which is a multi-standard unit working in the 2.4 GHz radio 
frequencies with ultra low power usage. This product has an origin from the CC26XX family 
with focus on power efficiency, enabling long term sustainability of batteries.[21] The 
CC2650 launchPad seen in Fig. 3.5 is the development node used for testing and utilization 
of the MCU CC2650 technology. With integrated sensors, which consist of two leds and two 
buttons. All sensors are intractable and can be utilized using BLE as the mean of 
communication. Fig. 3.6 illustrate the block diagram of available functional properties related 
to the CC2650 product line. 
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Fig. 3.5: The CC2650 launchPad overview. 
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Fig. 3.6: The CC2650 functional block diagram. 

3.2.3 UWB module - DecaWave EVK1000 
For the UWB development, it uses EVB1000 boards with UWB supported antennas. 
Included in the developer kit EVK1000 (Evaluation Kit 1000) which contain two EVB1000 
boards seen in Fig. 3.7. It has online software applications programming interface (API), that 
make testing and evaluation of UWB connectivity possible. The gear is provided by 
DecaWave using their DW1000 integrated circuit (IC) technology that support 
accommodating UWB techniques with claims [22] such as object localization with a 10 
centimeter precision in Real Time Location Systems (RTLS), peak transfer data rate of 0.006 
Gb/s in sensor networks and more. 
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Fig. 3.7: The EVB1000 board with integrated DW1000 technology, component side and display side 

views. 
 
Furthermore the EVB1000 boards can be equipped with additional sensors depending on 
theirs purpose, thus require proper setup and initialization. For this project, it make use of 
several sensors that are all integrated into one of the EVB1000 boards. Providing the board 
equipped with sensors consisting of a multimeter, a gyroscope and an accelerometer. 
 
Since all boards run the same code, all boards provide the same sensor software support 
regardless if sensors are available or not.  

3.3 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

3.3.1 Android Studio 
One chunk of the backbone for this project is actual application located in the smartphone’s 
memory. Which is responsible to control and synchronize hardware units to achieve wanted 
behaviours. The application is written using the IDE Android Studio made by Google. For 
smartphones running android using Java as the program language, with Android version 
Marshmallow bringing its corresponding API calls.  
 
The markup language XML is also used to provide the visual layout. Android Studio has 
support for showing the application visuals in real time. Which is a great additional tool when 
making the visual appearance of any application. 

3.3.2 Code Composer Studio (CCS) 
The development for the BLE supported node, the CC2650 launchPad been using the CCS 
version 7.1.0. It compile and combine both C and C++ files into a program, but also 
containing the tool product resources explorer. That has all TI’s launchpad products with 
tutorials, examples and specifications providing a wider understanding of the device.  
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There are some steps required for the process to transfer a compiled project to the node 
successfully. It first require to compile and transfer something called a stack that including all 
physical wireless protocols. This is done to enable the CC2650 software support for wireless 
communication. When the transfer of the stack is completed the actual code base should be 
transferred. Providing the device with actual instruction and wanted behaviour to be of use. 

3.3.3 CooCox 
The code of the EVB1000 boards were made using the programming language C with 
CooCox as IDE. The version 1.7.8 is used and require the user to specify a compatible 
compiler for the IDE to work. Current compiler configuration is set to a GNU Compiler 
Collection (GCC) that target the ARM architecture, also called GNU ARM embedded 
toolchain. These toolchains maintain the support for the ARM architecture for GCC 
compilers. The toolchain version 5-2016-q3-update is being used, which translate into series 
5.0, released during third quarter Q3 of 2016. 
 
Before being able to run or compile the EVB1000 boards source code, requires a compiler 
initialization process. When opening CooCox, go to the upper left dropdown menus, clicking 
the option Project. Next is to click the select toolchain path option which trigger the same 
popup seen in Fig. 3.8. Locate and select the bin folder of the toolchain compiler after 
clicking browse. If no toolchain with a matching version or higher can be found. Then there is 
an addition step to download the toolchain [23] first. 
 

 
Fig. 3.8: The selected path to a GCC supported compiler. 

3.4 Implementation 

3.4.1 Connection of a smartphone to a Bluetooth device 
This section provide details on small devices data transmissions for different type of actions 
using BLE. It is a server client network where the small devices act as the servers with 
clients that is any BLE supported smartphone. The implementation setup can be viewed in 
Fig. 3.9, where a CC2650 is connected to a smartphone client. 
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Fig. 3.9: Connected smartphone to the CC2650 BLE node. 

3.4.1.1  Attribute Table 
Consist of services and characteristics in a logic order with first service then followed by 
rows with associated characteristics. A simplified attribute table hosted by the CC2650 
launchPad is seen in Table 3.1. Which use the project zero [24] demo as foundation for the 
server. The table define what each service is able to do with permissions like read, write and 
notify mechanism for characteristic value declarations. If the notify client is enabled the client 
listen for modifications on that characteristic value declaration provided by the server. 
 

Handle Type of attribute Permission Value 

0x1110 LED Service - ON/OFF 

0x1111 LED0 Characteristic R,W 00 or 01 

0x1112 LED1 Characteristic R,W 00 or 01 

0x1120 BUTTON Service - UNPRESSED/PRESSED 

0x1121 BUTTON0 Characteristic R,N 00 or 01 

- Client Characteristic 
Configuration Descriptor 

(CCCD) 

R,W bool if notify on value 
change 

0x1122 BUTTON1 Characteristic R,N 00 or 01 
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- Client Characteristic 
Configuration Descriptor 

(CCCD) 

R,W bool if notify on value 
change 

 
Table 3.1: Illustrate a simplified attribute table on structure to display functionalities pherial provide 

that is used by the client. 

3.4.1.2  Peripheral interactions  
Connect to the CC2650 launchPad require the smartphone to activate both location and 
bluetooth to allow recognizing of BLE devices. Following GATT calls from the android API to 
complete the connection process. Which involve scanning for devices until the device 
CC2650 launchPad is found by its nickname Project Swift. For battery saving purposes it 
stop scanning after the correct device is found. With the correct device found the 
smartphone proceed to initialize the setup of GATT. When the setup is completed it can 
communicate using the attribute table shown in Table 3.1.  
 
The application proceed to read all available services the user can invoke. These actions 
implemented utilize the hardware on the CC2650 launchPad and a localization functionality 
by the signal strength. To allow actions both devices has set a range of callback functions to 
respond accordingly by events such as read, write and some update requests. All 
interactions can be viewed in Fig. 3.10. That display three screenshots of the application, 
with the left and middle images displaying all available BLE node functionalities. The 
rightmost application screen occurs in the events of a disconnection between the 
smartphone and the BLE node. 
 

 
Fig. 3.10: Three screenshots of the application that display the possible BLE node interactions. 
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3.4.1.2.1 Lamps 

There are two available LEDs that the application can interact with. Either by reading 
selected lamp state directly from the characteristic value is lit or not. The second function is 
to toggle the lamp by reading the state value and then updating the character value to the 
opposite to alternate the lamp state. 

3.4.1.2.2 Buttons 

Two available buttons exist on the board with corresponding service to make them 
interactive. The state can be read if pressed or not on request, which take in one selected 
button to read. There are also notification possibilities for this service, meaning the CC2650 
launchPad announce whenever a change to the characteristic value occurs. To enable this 
feature the application write to the configuration descriptor attached to a button 
characteristic, indicating notification for this specific button state is enabled. It also set GATT 
settings on the smartphone to listen for these changes. 

3.4.1.2.3 Sonar 

Localization of the small device is indicated by a beeping sound. The smartphone read the 
signal strength once every second when activated, measuring the signal with RSSI, a 
measurement technique to read signal’s current power level. The existing power levels from 
the smartphone adapter use a range of 0-255, where zero contain most amount of power in 
the signal. The frequency of the beeping sound get updated depending on a strengthen or 
weaken signal level. Since the signal strength is not static even with the absence of motion a 
threshold exist to not change the frequency of beeping when standing still.  
 

3.4.2 Connection of a smartphone to a smartphone via UWB 
Modern smartphones do not support UWB communication, thus requiring external hardware. 
Specifically an UWB supporting module connect to the smartphone via USB cable. The 
smartphone get access to the DW1000 functionalities from the combined unit of a 
smartphone with integrated EVB1000 board. This physical setup using USB cables for 
communication is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The connection open up for transmissions and the 
receiving of UWB signals if properly instructed. The EVK1000 manual [25] has two 
documented paths on how to enable external application control of the hardware. The first 
used method utilize the micro Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface, which make use of the 
onboard translation application. That convert the USB to Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 
signals for the board to understand. In this connection setup with the smartphone as the host 
and the EVB1000 board as its slave device. Which is a similar setup on how a personal 
computer handle its USB connections. 
 
The external slave device EVB1000 board connect using the USB interface Communications 
Device Class (CDC). The library [26] assist with the initial setup of this communication 
structure. The library simplify and also include support for many different type of USB 
interfaces. The initialization process of the USB connection is a five steps process: 1) an 
android manager check if any devices are plugged in;  2) verify connected device for type 
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from reading its metadata; 3) locate and claim the USB CDC communication interface for the 
device; 4) configure the communication interaction parameters for the data exchange; and 5) 
set a callback function that trigger on USB data reads. The default CDC settings being used 
are baudrate set to 115200, 8 encoding data bits, 1 stop bit and no flow control. Only after all 
five steps has been executed successfully can the smartphone control the external device 
using the established USB connection. 
 
The UWB supported devices form a system which have two major functional uses, first one 
is a calling mechanism with some similarities to a phone where there exist both a caller and 
a receiver to relay messages between devices. The second is distance between the 
connected devices. Fig. 3.11 illustrate this system in use that allow two smartphones to 
make direct communication using UWB. The system built used existing DecaRanging 
demonstration code as a template to start from, available in the EVK1000 kit. Documentation 
exist for the starting point code that is a state machine containing details not covered here. It 
can be read in conjunction with this section for a deeper view of some parts of the underlying 
system. 
 

 
Fig. 3.11: The setup of a fully functional D2D UWB communication using special hardware units; 

consisting of smartphones connected with integrated EVB1000 board. 

3.4.2.1  Roles 
The EVB1000 boards can take two types of roles in the data exchange process, called tag 
and anchor. A concept for the EVB1000 boards actions in the DecaRaging application, now 
extended to do more than just distance measurement. Preserving the essence of all 
communication taking place to follow the same logic as distance measurements. The 
relation between tag and anchor can be seen in Fig. 3.12, where tags are the initiators in the 
communication exchange, upholding the sole responsibility for the data exchange to take 
place. Unlike the anchor that work by answering approved received messages only. 
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Fig. 3.12: Illustrate how pairing between tags (right wall) and anchors (left wall) take place, also the 

message exchange after the discover phase been completed. 
 

3.4.2.1.1 Discover phase 

The process to pair up tags and anchors start with the tag broadcasting a request, waiting 
for a response. If the tag timeout before any response is received, a new broadcast frame is 
sent. The broadcast request has two different forms: 1) use a specific unique five digits 
address that relate to a specific anchor node; 2) make use of a reserved broadcast address 
code. An unpaired anchor will respond to requests that has a matching five digits address or 
to the broadcast address. If multiple anchor units’ would use the same set of address digits 
or generate accept responses simultaneously, only the first anchor’s frame to be processed 
would result into a paired couple. In the opposite situation when several tags try to pair up 
with the same anchor, it gives the same results. When mutual pairing occurs it proceed into 
the message passing phase.  

3.4.2.1.2 Message passing 

The data exchange phase works by appending additional data to the poll and response 
messages to achieve flexibility of data transmissions between units. The application decide 
the payload and how to interpret the data. Note that this is not designed to transfer large 
amount of data, hence of distance measurement core that trade speed for accuracy. The 
frequency of poll messages determine the data rate, befitting smaller data transmissions like 
sensor readings or instructions. 
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3.4.2.1.3 Timeouts 

There are no timer that handle timeout from the application side, however there exist a 
cancel button that can act as a timeout. The button set the device to a listening state with an 
anchor role. This exist to enable users to disconnect and cancel any current interactions. A 
feature required to handle events like disconnects, device is busy, in idle state, waiting for 
pairup to be mutual and so forth. 

3.4.2.1.4 Application startup 

To connect to another smartphone using the application require a three step process in the 
setup tab: 1) connect to external hardware EVB1000 board by a button press; 2) insert a 
valid device address of digits only; and 3) provide a target address to nearby smartphone. 
The first two steps initialize the EVB1000 to an anchor role, susceptible to receive other 
device broadcasts or callings. The third make the phone to actively search for specific 
smartphone with the given target address, taking on the tag role. The address fields has a 
user address selection validation check to make sure it follow the address structure. This 
check does not guarantee that the address is unique. The uniqueness of an device address 
is up to the user to determine on selection.  

3.4.2.2  Address mapping 
Available structure for addresses that enables specified communication between devices is 
seen in Table 3.2. Before a device can take on any role as either tag or anchor in the 
message passing scheme, a device address is required. The understanding of the 
addresses are separated into two sections, device address and target address, where the 
later also include broadcast. 
 

 

Numbering Octets: Address code: Description: 

0 5 00000 Empty address, that does not respond 
to address calls. 

1 5 FFFFF Broadcast address that every unpaired 
device accept. 

2 5 xxxxx Where x is a non binary encoded digit. 
The code is all reserved but not in use, 
e.g. a-z, special character and so forth.  

3 5 zzzzz Available address space, shared 
between all devices. Where z is a 

binary encoded digit.  

 
Table 3.2: Show available addresses and their restrictions.  
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3.4.2.2.1 Device address 

A device address is a dynamic unique address that may be updated over time. It is a 
reference to a specific device that enable other devices to locate and connect to it. It is the 
application responsibility to provide the device with a unique identification address. In cases 
where the device take part of a network, then the network coordinator handle the generation 
and distribution of addresses to devices.  
 
If no device address is set, causes the device to sit idle waiting for one. If left empty with the 
use of Table 3.2 numbering zero code, make the device respond to broadcast messages 
only. If the device use an actual device address it can be called upon, both from the set 
address and broadcast messages. 

3.4.2.2.2 Target address 

To connect or broadcast to other devices, is done by selecting a target address 
corresponding to the device address or broadcast code. When a target address been 
decided, take on the role tag and follow the procedure seen in 3.4.2.1.1.  

3.4.2.3  Frame Architecture 
There are two defined frames for all UWB communication that both follow the IEEE 
802.15.4:2011 standard. In Fig. 3.13 both frames’ formats can be read, the broadcast frame 
almost look like a traditional frame except for the Unique Generated Address (UGA) part. 
Which define the payload with a source and destination address to enable selective 
interaction with other devices.  
 

 
Fig. 3.13: IEEE standard frames this wireless communication system use to transmit data between 

EVB1000 boards. 
 

3.4.2.3.1 Broadcast frame 

The broadcast frame used for broadcasting is processed by all nearby nodes, with a fixed 
size of 22 octets unlike the previous broadcast frame of 12 octets. The additional 10 octets 
store destination and source UGA:s, with broadcast and source addresses set. First 
responder complete the connection link pair, locking other devices with a slower response in 
an one-sided pair-up state waiting for their turn.  
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3.4.2.3.2 Standard message frame 

All wireless direct communication between paired devices use the standard message frame 
seen in Fig. 3.13. The dynamic part of this frame type is only the payload, where it is up to 
the running application to determine the payload size. The frame adjusting part is highlighted 
in yellow, which can either shrink or grow accordingly within certain range. The configuration 
of the payload size exist to avoid sending longer frames than required. 

3.4.2.4  Payload structure 
The EVB1000 boards communicate with four implemented message types each with specific 
tailored payloads. All payload parts related to distance measurement is done by the 
decaRanging core, other parts from the extended application functionalities. Meaning Accept 
and Final messages are completely unaltered from the DecaRanging application. Different 
parts of the payload can be recognized in Fig. 3.14 that correspond to the packages sent in 
the system illustrated in Fig. 3.12. All payloads contain a function code that indicating 
message type and structure of the payload. 

 
Fig. 3.14: Defined payload structure EVB1000 boards can use when communication between each 

other. 

3.4.2.4.1 Accept message 

The Accept message is a response message to accept pair up broadcast request, this 
message should only be sent from unpaired anchors to initialize a connection between these 
units. Ignore pair up requests by dropping the received packet with no further action, occurs 
if already paired or the device does not respond. These messages have the same payload 
size total of seven octets. 

3.4.2.4.2 Poll message 

The Poll message transmit any pending application data and initiate range measurement. 
The three rightmost fields are data types that represent data origin, amount of data and the 
data itself. These poll messages are only sent by tags and is their only method of both 
transporting or receiving data from response messages between the units. Depending on the 
amount of data to be transmitted causes the size of generated poll message to differ. 
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3.4.2.4.3 Response message 

In the event when receiving and accepting a poll message, it will trigger a device in anchor 
role to send a response message. This messages use the same tail structure as poll 
messages to make data transmission between devices. The field ToF contains the previous 
ranging message exchange result of the calculated distance.  

3.4.2.4.4 Final message 

The final message consist of three timestamps made by the tag, get sent back to the anchor 
to compute the physical range between them. The first timestamp is from the transmit of the 
poll message, second the receive of the response message and finally the transmit time for 
the final message as last timestamp. This step complete the distance measurement 
transaction providing the result in the next response message ToF field. 

3.4.2.5  Application Control 
The external EVB1000 board slave device connected to the smartphone has a predefined 
set of commands it respond to. This create a handle for the smartphone application to use 
for controlling the slave device using these commands. However these commands can only 
be used after the USB connection between the host and slave devices has been completed. 
Then the smartphone application can make use of the data flow scheme to control and 
configure the slave EVB1000 board. For a chain of commands to be issued, require the 
slave device to return in between each command. This to have acknowledgement that each 
command were received successfully preventing late USB buffer reads.  
 
Table 3.3 interpret all available host commands from different ASCII encoded USB inputs. 
The commands are designed to control the slave device’s functionalities. Commands that 
make the slave device ready for message passing with set address mechanism and other 
crucial commands for wanted behaviour.  
 

Command: Input: Description: 

Set address Axxxxx A is a prefix to indicate following part is 
an address. Where x is a digit between 
0-9.  

Reset device to anchor R Reset device to a starting state with 
anchor as role. 

Backlog B Signal back to host if pending data to be 
sent exist in the device buffer. 

Set device address Sxxxxx S is a prefix to indicate following part is 
a device address. Where x is a digit 
between 0-9.  

Message to send My M is a prefix to indicate following part is 
a data to send. Where y is data of any 
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size. 

Identity setup I Return physical ID of device and set 
device address to the first 40 bits of the 
physical ID. 

Data to send Dxxxxxy D is a prefix to indicate following part is 
an address and data. Set target address 
to the xs, where x is a digit between 0-9 
and y is is data of any size.  

Request sensor values T Return sensor readings. 

 
Table 3.3: Existing commands interpretation by slave device. 

3.4.3 Connection of a smartphone to a UWB-based sensor network 
When devices form a network utilizing the wireless communication technique UWB, all 
exchanges of data might take several jumps before reaching its final destination. A cluster 
tree is a special case of the peer-to-peer network topology. This structure support multi-hops 
if the network depth reach a minimum of two hops away from the root. The network forming 
come with node restrictions such as single parent but multiple children relationship. Meaning 
each node is allowed to have a set of children but only one parent. The parent node is the 
network access point for the node, providing its own children with the network access. 
 
A small and shorter branch of only a few nodes still require support for multi-hop. The 
LR-WPAN formation with four EVB1000 boards, controlled by smartphones that use 
multi-hops to provide data to other units in the network. This physical network setup is seen 
in Fig. 3.15. Also the node furthest to the left in the image has additional sensors attached to 
the EVB1000 board. Providing sensor readings possibilities to the entire network on 
requests. The LR-WPAN system made is a non beacon enabled PAN, that does not transmit 
any periodic beacon frames thus invisible for network discovery. Non beacon PAN is 
included in the IEEE standard for networks that does not need synchronization or low 
latency support. 
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Fig. 3.15: LR-WPAN with four EVB1000 boards, controlled by smartphones. 

3.4.3.1  Application payloads 
In this WPAN exist four application defined packets circulating the system, embedded into 
the standard message frame’s payload found in 3.4.2.3.2 used for transmission. 
Independently on which packet being served from Fig. 3.16, the application either pass it on, 
update it, generate a response message or perform a chain of these actions. In Tables 3.4, 
3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 specifies the payload structure for each part in groups of bits. 

 

Fig. 3.16: Illustrate the format, field and sizes of available packets in the system. These data packets 
are the actual payloads defined by the application.  

3.4.3.1.1 Join request packet 

When a node want to join a network, it provide a join request packet skeleton that has some 
of its fields empty. If any FFD in the WPAN receive the join request packet, it first update the 
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packet’s empty fields. Then it pass the request on along the path toward the PAN 
coordinator that will serve the join request. In cases where the FFD is the PAN coordinator 
itself; received packet would get served directly generating a join response packet. 

 

#Octet(s): ASCII Values: Description: 

0-2 00 16 bits identification code to represent 
a join request packet. 

2-7 10000 Destination network address to PAN 
coordinator that serve join requests. 

7-12 - Parent node network address, in 
charge of this join request. 

12-20 - Origin of requester’s physical ID. 

20-21 1-2 Value to indicate device type, one for a 
FFD and two for a RFD. 

 
Table 3.4: Fields that make up a join request packet.  

 

3.4.3.1.2 Join response packet 

The join response packet is a generated answer made by the PAN coordinator, determine if 
the new node is allowed to join the network. The packet is a direct response to the request to 
join packet, sent back to the intended parent to convey the answer to the new node. In case 
of positive answer, parent add new child and the PAN coordinator update available devices 
in the network. 

 

#Octet(s): ASCII Values: Description: 

0-2 01 16 bits identification code to represent 
a join response packet. 

2-7 - Destination network address to parent, 
the one in charge of the request. 

7-12 - Origin of this packet. 

12-20 - Final destination node’s physical ID. 

20-25 - New network address assigned to final 
destination node. 

25-33 - Parent’s physical ID. 

33-34 0,1 or 2 Parent’s device type code zero if the 
network coordinator, one if FFD and 

two a RFD. 
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34-35 - Parent’s network depth. 

35-36 0 or 1 If one the node got accepted into the 
network, zero otherwise. 

 
Table 3.5: Fields that make up a join response packet.  

3.4.3.1.3 Request sensor data packet 

Any FFD in the network can request sensor data from other nodes by sending a request 
sensor data packet. If providing a correct destination network address to another existing 
node, pass on the packet until it reaches the destination where it generate a response 
sensor data packet. 

 

#Octet(s): ASCII Values: Description: 

0-2 10 16 bits identification code to represent 
a request sensor data packet. 

2-7 - Destination network address to device 
equipped with sensors. 

7-12 - Origin of request. 

 
Table 3.6: Fields that make up a request sensor data packet.  

3.4.3.1.4 Response sensor data packet 

This packet is a direct response to the request sensor data packet, trigger sensor readings 
to take place. The values from the sensors are simply appended together and sent back to 
the requester. 

 

#Octet(s): ASCII Values: Description: 

0-2 11 16 bits identification code to represent 
a  response sensor data packet. 

2-7 - Response destination network address. 

7-12 - Origin of response. 

12-72 - Sensor readings. 

 
Table 3.7: Fields that make up a response sensor data packet.  

3.4.3.2  Network Formation - Cluster tree 
The PAN coordinator is assigned to the initiator of the cluster tree formation, restricting 
communication between nodes in range to associated nodes only. To join the network new 
nodes pair up with nearby nodes to hand over the join request. By broadcasting pair up 
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requests effectively locking all nearby nodes to take turn to pair up with the broadcasting 
node to receive a join request packet each. The join request then traverse back to the PAN 
coordinator handling the request. When returning the result the join response packet get 
sent back the same path. However the last hop back require the new node’s physical ID to 
deliver the packet to its final destination. If accepted the new node update network address 
and store the parent node as an network access point. 

3.4.3.2.1 Coordinator 

Is a FFD assigned as the PAN coordinator that store metadata to all available network nodes 
like their type, address, number of children, physical ID and depth. The approach to 
determine join requests by the PAN coordinator is to analyse if parent is not a leaf with 
available children slots. A limit on how many nodes each branch can hold depends on the 
address generation. 

3.4.3.2.1 FFD 

The network nodes are all FFD:s, tracking metadata of connected children and parent. The 
application running on the smartphone use package buffers with a single slot. Which make 
the FFD to drop packets in events of the arrival of multiple packets. The FFD serve 
packages with a recursive function. It is during this process the ongoing served packet may 
be dropped, making room for a new packet to serve.  
 
Request sensor data packets require the FFD to be equipped with special sensors found in 
3.2.3. Unsupported devices that are not equipped with sensors, run the risk of crashing from 
attempting to read these non existence sensors. If such a device receive a sensor read 
request it would result in an error crashing the device.  

3.4.3.2.3 Address generation 

Each network address are a unique set of five octets long, required by all network devices to 
obtain when joining the network. The generation of these addresses are done by the PAN 
coordinator, made simply by taking routing address path to parent, add single digit child 
count appening remaining address with zeros. The predefined PAN coordinator level zero 
root address is set to 10000. An node address like 14000 explicit indicate this is a level one 
node and is the fourth child from PAN coordinator. This generation of addresses support up 
to four depth levels, with each FFD able to have a maximum of nine children. 

3.4.3.3  Data transfers 
The actual process and data frame sent between two nodes are specified in 3.4.2.1.2 
section. Where all nodes are in a listening state as anchors, only taking on the more active 
tag role, when data exist to convey. The role switch enables the node to connect to a node 
nearby.  
 
When paired nodes complete their transaction of transmitting an application packet, both 
nodes resume back into the anchor role which is the listening state. The defined completion 
of a transaction is the complete transmission of one data packet. To send multiple packets 
require the process to be repeated for each packet to be sent.  
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3.4.3.4  Deadlocks and Timeouts 
There is no mechanism for timeouts in the application control, introducing several deadlocks 
scenarios from synchronization problems. If temporary disconnected or paired up units do 
not resume back to their normal state with no available timeouts, introduce possible 
deadlocks when multiple packets travel in different directions from issues like several units in 
tag role to establish a connection.  
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4. Results and discussion 
The made Android application go under the name CM short for (Connect Me). It has two 
distinct sections, one dedicated for BLE and the other UWB. Which manage the device 
interactions and control of their respective units using a smartphone. This section presents 
the result of an application that handle UWB and the BLE systems. In the BLE case, its 
connection achieve control related to the small device purpose. This is done with a protocol 
GATT that has actions such as read, notify, write and so forth to its disposal to convey the 
data. The external hardware supporting UWB can be accessed and used by the smartphone 
as the host device establishing D2D communication between smartphones.  

4.1 Hardware control 
The application allow the smartphone to light lamps, read buttons status or receive button 
state changes with BLE from services available on the CC2650. The UWB integration is 
done in two parts, one located in the smartphone and the other in the EVB1000 board. The 
communication between the USB connection is actions requests and responses for 
implemented functionalities consisting of role changes, specify addresses, physical ID 
request, available sensors and payloads to send. These functionalities in the application 
could be extracted into its own special framework to allow other application to use. 

4.2 Message passing 
The D2D communication take place between two smartphones without a cell tower as 
mediator. With data exchange taking place with the utilization of a UWB antenna mounted 
on the EVB1000 board. After establishing a connection with another device, distance 
measurement between the devices can be observed. Also users can send messages 
between these devices similar to Short Message Service (SMS) available on smartphones.  
 
The UWB implementation allow nearby smartphones to establish a connection by providing 
specific addresses. The communication that take place is done by the initiator of the 
connection. It determine the speed of the data exchange by providing periodic packets that 
get a response, which both have additional attached payloads. The frames sent between the 
devices all follow the IEEE standard. However the application structure focus on precise 
distance measurements, which reduces the available data rate. Hence of continuously 
sending extra data related to distance measurements. These measurements make use of 
additional delays that has a negative impact for applications that want pure data 
transmissions. But even with a lower transmission rate it can send simple messages across 
without any issues.  
 
Since the data flow always is initiated by one side that send periodic frames with the other 
side only responding, make the lack of timeouts importance depend on what type of 
application it is. There is currently no timeout happening if no frames ever get received in 
cases like out of range. It only have a manual disconnect that free the device, putting into a 
state where it is ready to pair up with other devices. If two paired up devices and only one 
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disconnect manually it would cause the other to be alone and locked to not accepted any 
new pair up requests. The reason that no timeout is used is for testing purpose that once 
paired up it remained paired up no matter what, so when out of range it will resume the 
measurements when back in range. However the timeouts can provide great assistance 
manage the connection depending on the application uses. 

4.3 Multihop 

4.3.1 Formation 
The application also allow formations of a cluster tree network between smartphones, a 
multihop topology that allow nodes to request sensor data from other nodes in the network. It 
extend the range of the network, however not ideal for low latency dependent application.  
 
In Fig. 4.1 an illustration on how the network would operate in a larger scale. Where every 
node being a user, making up the cluster tree network. In this image two nodes are 
requesters, asking the same responder node for some data. This network support multi hops 
and one of the requester node utilize this. The number of hops required to deliver the sensor 
data request are marked on top of each requester. This is just a simple example, but any 
node could be a requester or responder of sensor data. There is also only one path between 
nodes in a cluster network. Implying packages sent between nodes always take the same 
path. 
 
The sensor data being transported are not limited to any specific type. Hence of the 
response package format has a fixed payload size that transport any data that fit its size. It is 
up to the sensor node to decide what data it want to respond with. This network provide two 
special cases: 1) direct communication between two nodes without any mediator and 2) 
multiple nodes assisting to convey the data packages around. For this network the 
coordinator keep the network formation and growth in control. 
 

 
Fig. 4.1: LR-WPAN with cluster tree formation with eleven nodes. 
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Initiator of this network formation is the PAN coordinator. Creating a strict hierarchy from 
parents downwards to their children. Not to make the latency spike in the cluster tree, a limit 
on the tree size exist. The tree can make requests that make a total eight hops in the case of 
two deep leaf nodes communicate. The limit come from the PAN coordinator 
implementation, which does not allow new nodes joining without a valid address. This 
generation of addresses is simplified creating a fixed depth limit for the tree.  
 
The application responsible for making this formation has not been entirely completed from 
time constraints. Like timeouts are crucial for this type of formation so potential deadlocks 
can be avoided and solved. But also its required for the coordinator to check network status 
of different nodes. With no timeouts it allow only one package to traverse safely in the 
network. Multiple packages would theoretically work too if all move in the same direction 
meaning downstream or upstream in the tree hierarchy. 

4.4 Distance measurement 
The signature trait for UWB is the enabling of accurate distance measurement filling a void 
for localization applications. Compared with bluetooth that normally use the technique RSSI 
which does not provide an accurate distance measurement. This is because of the NB 
spectrum usages for the bluetooth communication, which is more affected by its surrounding 
environment compared to UWB signals.  
 
The ToF used is a technique that provide more precise measurement fitting for UWB and 
implemented in the message passing scheme that make use of three type of packages. It 
avoid clock synchronization issues since only one node make the timestamps.  
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5. Conclusions 
If the convergence trend of telecommunication and other wireless communication 
technologies continues. Than UWB should bring many opportunities with new functionalities 
to the future 5G. Not only for the overall performance, but also more desirable applications 
that suit certain work types. That will make use of properties related to signals that use a 
wider bandwidth such as UWB.  
 
The work done can be made into a framework to control and communicate between 
smartphones and nodes using UWB and BLE communication. The UWB have many 
features like precise RTLS , license free, extreme low power consumption, little if none 
interference with most existing radio systems, large bandwidth, high data rate and high 
multipath resolution.[27] It can still cause some interfere with other systems (e.g., gps, some 
navigation systems and other equipment working in the ultra wide spectrum). However the 
software managing a UWB antenna is there, the missing link is the actual integration of UWB 
antenna inside the smartphones itself. Which make development of smartphone applications 
that use UWB as a mean to communicate possible. 
 
When BLE become officially supported by android, it were introduced in Android version 4.3 
APIs. This provide software support for interaction with smaller devices using BLE, thus 
increasing the wide range of tasks the phone can perform. With the unique features of UWB, 
this technology and hardware should be included in smartphones in the near future. That is if 
no new problem arise related to the new hardware requirements to support UWB 
communication. With an already dedicated UWB spectrum band for commercial use it has 
an existing legal platform already.  
 
When it comes to 5G, it can not be expected it will utilize UWB until a substantial amount of 
smartphone or other devices support this technology is in place. To have all the required 
hardware and software in place is essential to be a part of 5G or any network. The current 
path for 5G is a hybrid network that make use of both current and future wireless 
technologies for communication. Meaning UWB should be able to be part of 5G later on 
when ready. To be seen as ready would be to have installed hardware with UWB fully 
mapped out on specific assignment and roles. Which would then be part of 5G that is to be a 
network of networks. Together BLE and UWB will coexist and evolve the smartphone and 
the future of telecommunication. That make use of several communication paths to achieve 
the future connectivity and performance demands. 
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6. Further work 
The telecommunication have areas where further UWB exploration would be useful. To have 
the tools to make use of the UWB communication is not the only task. But to find suitable 
tasks assigned to UWB in the telecommunication sector. Both with UWB and BLE as 
longevity technologies with some different properties that can be used. The BLE on the other 
hand have been more explored and is more related to closeby environmental interactions. 

6.1 Network formations 
One obvious part is to finish the implementation of missing timeouts for the UWB message 
passing scheme. This and update the multihop topology to send periodic beacons instead of 
just listen for requests to be more detectable and accessible. Also extending the application 
logic for multi-hop to not only display the sensor values to the requester but to actual read 
and store the data as well. 
 
It would open up interesting areas such as establish smart grids that make use of UWB as 
the mean to gather up sensor data. The collected data should then be stored into some type 
of database sinks, accessible from requests by administrators.  

6.2 Flexible data transmission 
Even with a working message passing scheme there exist other schemes on how to handle 
the data transmissions. Currently only a precise distance measurement scheme is 
implemented. However with more schemes available it can optimize the application 
depending on its data passing requirements. By having the option to choose between 
distance measurement and other data passing structures.  
 
A scheme that focus on pure data transmission would make a good addition. The pure data 
transmissions should not rely on timings or have delays being used by the receiver and 
transmitter. This to provide flexibility and efficiency for different application tasks, which were 
outside the scope for this project. 
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